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M E M O R A N D U M

TO: NFPA Technical Committee on Assembly Occupancies 

FROM: Linda MacKay 

DATE: November 15, 2010

SUBJECT: NFPA 101 ROC TC Circulation Ballot (A2011 Cycle) 

The November 10 date for receipt of the NFPA 101 ROC letter ballot has passed. 

The preliminary ROC ballot results are as follows: 

29  Members Eligible to Vote  
  2 Not Returned (Hayes, Hayward) 

In accordance with the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects, attached are reasons for 
negative votes for review so you may change your ballot if you wish.  Abstentions and affirmative 
comments are also included.  Ballots received from alternate members are not included unless the 
ballot from the principal member was not received.   

If you wish to change your vote, the change must be received at NFPA on or before Thursday,
November 18, 2010. Members who have not returned a ballot may do so now. Such changes 
should be sent to Linda MacKay via either e-mail to lmackay@nfpa.org or via fax to 6177110.  You 
may also mail your ballot to the attention of Linda MacKay at NFPA, 1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, 
MA 02169.
The return of ballots is required by the Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 

Attachment: Circulation Explanation Report 



Monday, November 15, 2010
Document # 101
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101-2 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
Occupancy Chapters xx.1.4 Subsection (Log # 8 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-11 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
2.3.6 (Log # 56 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-15aa Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
3.3 Aisle Stair, Aisle Ramp, Vomitory (Log # CC550 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-15b Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 23  Negative: 4  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
3.3 Nightclub (Log # CC557 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

Negative
Conner, W. Basing code requirements on income is poor code.  For this, along with the many reasons articulated by Mr. Humble and Mr.
Wertheimer, I vote negative.  I believe just deleting the "bars with entertainment" makes clear we simply mean night clubs and I trust ahj's to to
understand that.  It was the "bars with entertainment" that prompted the whole committee action.  People know what night clubs are until you tell
them there is a difference between night clubs and bars with entertainment.
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Humble, J. (Humble) Register my vote as negative. The concern I raise is in regard to the specific reference concerning where a nightclub is
deriving its primary source of revenue. I believe this to be inappropriate in this context, and contrary to the original intent. By placing such a
qualifier into the definition it permits gaming to take place where potentially a third party, namely the federal IRS and even the state department of
revenue services, will become involved to render a final decision as to the application of that portion of the definition.
In this case the determination will be “What constitutes the primary source of revenue?” If we were to take the devils advocate approach, one could
assess that the primary source of revenue may be from the sales of beverages, but annually one could assess that the “primary” (based on annual
sales) sales may have taken place when entertainment did not occur. I do not believe we should place the AHJ in this potentially compromising
position.
I also had difficulty in assessing how the proposed definition would exclude such assembly occupancies as say a concert hall. The concert hall can
have an orchestra play a piece which may be considered above normal sound levels, and at the same time also sell beverages which may exceed the
total revenues of the price of the tickets for the concert. This analysis could also apply to a place of worship.
I would further state that in most cases national model codes and standards have abandon the revenue aspect due to its complexity and potential for
a litigious impact to that jurisdiction. I cite for example the renovation and rehabilitation provisions (e.g. 25% and 50%) which have long
disappeared from many national model codes and standards.
Also, looking up the general definition I found the following for reference. Notice that the qualifiers which define such occupancies do not use
revenue as part of the definition.
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/nightclub
Nightclub: a place of entertainment open at night usually serving food and liquor and providing music and space for dancing and often having a
floor show
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/nightclub?view=uk
Nightclub: a club that is open from the evening until early morning, having facilities such as a bar and disco or other entertainment
http://www.answers.com/topic/nightclub
Nightclub: An establishment that stays open late at night and provides food, drink, entertainment, and music for dancing. Also called nightspot.
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/nightclub
Nightclub: An establishment that stays open late at night and provides food, drink, entertainment, and music for dancing. Also called nightspot.
Recommendation:
In view of these findings, I would recommend the following for consideration:
3.3.x* Nightclub. An assembly occupancy that (1) provides entertainment by live performance or recorded music that generates above normal
sound levels, (2) that does not have fixed seating throughout, (3) that serves both food and beverages of any kind for consumption on the premises,
and (4) that is open during the evening and/or night hours.

Skalko, S. The definition criteria being offered contains requirements that will be problematic for a building or fire official to enforce.  One of
the first requirements is "above normal sound levels".  What is normal?  I play classic rock radio music in my kitchen in the morning while eating
breakfast.  It sounds normal to me.  My wife however quickly tells me to turn the sound down or off when she enters the room. To her it is too loud
(i.e. above normal).   If sound levels are one of the criteria for this definition then a decibel rating or some other measurable unit of sound needs to
be specified.
It is also unreasonable to place a burden on a code official to review the revenue stream of a business establishment to determine a code

requirement.  This is especially a problem since they must determine if the primary source of revenue is from the beverage sales and did it occur
during the live or recorded music portion of business.

Wertheimer, P. After repeated requests for substantiation for this change---including up to the day of voting---nothing has been produced or
distributed. Members have been told to accept the assertion that this definition is workable based on anecdotal examples or parochial viewpoints.
There is no proof that the new definition meets any community needs or makes the public safer.  The process used to develop this definition and the
fact that it was presented without  substantiation is an embarrassment and undermines NFPA's credibility.  The nightclub definition should be
withdrawn or rejected.

101-101 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
8.5.4 (Log # 24 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-152 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.1.2 and 13.1.2 (Log # 250 )
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Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

Negative
Gerdes, R. I disagree with the action taken on Comment 101-153.

101-153 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 25  Negative: 2  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.1.2.4, 13.1.2.4, A.1.2.4, and A.13.2.4 (Log # 184a )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

Negative
Battalora, R. The proponent has proposed a practical solution to a common design issue.

Gerdes, R. I support the allowance of atriums to satisfy the requirement for occupancy separations as noted in my remarks to Comment 101
-35,116,154,168,174,181,256 and 290.  SAF-FIR believes that atrium protection is equivalent to that of occupancy separation.  Atrium protection
has served for decades as equivalent to vertical opening (shaft) protection.  History has shown that atriums in multiple occupancy buildings are not a
problem for fire spread or exposure hazard.
Fire history is replete with examples of unprotected vertical openings (shafts) that contribute to losses.  I cannot find an example of lack of

physical occupancy separation contributing to a loss.
Fundamentally, the safety of the building lies with sprinkler protection.

101-155 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 25  Negative: 2  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.1.2.4, 13.1.2.4, A.12.1.2.4, and A.13.1.2.4 (Log # 194 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

Negative
Battalora, R. See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 101-153 (Log #184a).

Gerdes, R. I disagree with the action taken on Comment 101-153 and 154.

101-156 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.2.3.6.2 (Log # 251 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-156a Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.2.3.6.2, 12.3.5.1, and 13.3.5.1 (Log # CC558 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.
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Hayward, M.

Affirmative with Comment
Skalko, S. I agree with deleting this criteria as one of the reasons to sprinkler a place of assembly.  Bars with live entertainment is too far
reaching for what generated the more stringent sprinkler requirements for the code in the first place. These types of establishments do not compare
to The Station.

101-156b Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.2.5.6 and 13.2.5.6 (Log # CC551 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-156c Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.2.5.6 and 13.2.5.6 (Log # CC553 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-156d Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.2.5.6.3 and 13.2.5.6.3 (Log # CC552 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-156e Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.2.5.6.4 and 13.2.5.6.4 (Log # CC554 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-157 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.3.1 and 13.3.1 (Log # 36 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-158 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.3.5.1 (Log # 252 )

Not Returned
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Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-159 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.3.5.3(3) (Log # 173 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

Negative
Skalko, S. I disagree with the threshold on roof height over the stadia or arena floor to determine when sprinklers are required. The proponent
stated "Concerts, trade shows, exhibits, sometimes on raised platforms, bring significant combustibles much closer to the roof."  The issue is the
presence of combustibles on the stadia or arena floor more so than the roof height. If the floor is limited to low fire hazard uses then sprinkler
protection is not necessary regardless of the roof height.   This is consistent with the requirement for seating areas.

Affirmative with Comment
Gerdes, R. Additional study of this issue is required to change the code significantly.  The proponent does raise valid points but the committee
needs additional data.  By the way, I believe that the code requires complete sprinkler protection for exhibition use.

101-160 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.3.5.3(3)(a) and (b) (Log # 253 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-160a Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.4.2.11, 12.4.2.12, 13.4.2.11 and 13.4.2.12 (Log # CC555 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-161 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.4.5.11.1, 12.4.5.4.2, and 12.7.5.3(d)(4) (Log # 122 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

Negative
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Ruling, K. The committee action should be to accept the comment. I agree with the commenter, and I have additional reasons for thinking that
the original adoption of NFPA 289 was a mistake.
I orginally did not oppose the adoption of NFPA 289. While it is not a test for flammability, it is a test for determining the amount of heat released

from a fuel package. By adding a wattage limit to the test, the modification to NFPA 101 would set a limit to the maximum rate at which heat could
be released from burning scenery. I thought this would limit flame spread, but in fact it does not. It simply puts a limit on the heat release rate.
Flame spread is more directly our concern in assembly occupancies, not heat release rate. We want people out of the venue before the fire spreads
too far. Heat is a secondary concern. It is rarely the primary cause of death in fires.
I also don't see any reason for the addition of NFPA 289 to NFPA 101. There has been no rash of scenery fires that show our current standard is

deficient.

101-162 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.4.5.11.4, 12.7.4.3, 12.7.5.3.4, and 12.7.5.3.6.2 (Log # 121 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

Negative
Ruling, K. See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 101-161 (Log #122).

101-162a Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
12.7.9.1 and 13.7.9.1 (Log # CC556 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

101-163 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
13.4.5.11 (Log # 120 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

Negative
Ruling, K. See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 101-161 (Log #122).

101-164 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
13.4.5.11.1, 13.4.5.11.2, and 13.7.5.3.4(4) (Log # 123 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.

Negative
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Ruling, K. The committee action should be to accept the comment. I agree with the commenter, and I have additional reasons for thinking that
the original adoption of NFPA 289 was a mistake.
I originally did not oppose the adoption of NFPA 289. While it is not a test for flammability, it is a test for determining the amount of heat released
from a fuel package. By adding a wattage limit to the test, the modification to NFPA 101 would set a limit to the maximum rate at which heat could
be released from burning scenery. I thought this would limit flame spread, but in fact it does not. It simply puts a limit on the heat release rate.
Flame spread is more directly our concern in assembly occupancies, not heat release rate. We want people out of the venue before the fire spreads
too far. Heat is a secondary concern. It is rarely the primary cause of death in fires.
I also don't see any reason for the addition of NFPA 289 to NFPA 101. There has been no rash of scenery fires that show our current standard is
deficient.

101-165 Eligible To Vote:29  Affirmative: 27  Negative: 0  Abstain: 0  Not Returned: 2
13.7.4.3, 13.7.5.3.4, and 11.7.5.3.6.2 (Log # 124 )

Not Returned
Hayes, W.

Hayward, M.
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